
 

THE CHORAL COMMONS EPISODE #2  
Andy Clark and Kristina Gillis  

 

False Binaries -- The Spirit of Call and Response 
Creative Leaders: Bradford Dumont & Krystal Morin  

 
OVERVIEW:  
This recording project is organized in two parts, the first building tension around the 
idea of false binaries and the second part inspired by a spirit of call and response.  
 
Introduction: The recording will open with this excerpted text from the podcast:  

 
The problem is not with the person, it’s with a world that is not built for all people. The 

problem is with structures and with what we have normalized.  
 

Part One:  Singers will be layered in slowly while saying, whispering, and singing a 
series of personal “false binary” statements, which build a soundscape to create a 
cacophony of tension and pressure. Underneath this will be a slow growth of sustained 
pitches which will peak to a CHORD CLUSTER. This will then resolve into a more 
consonant chord which will open up to another direct statement from the podcast:  

 
Philosophically, what would it mean if we, not only made music, but lived our life with a 
spirit of ‘call-and-response.’ Of being so present and in the moment. What would it be 

like to enter into performance spaces where the audience/performer binary was 
completely shattered and you wouldn’t dream of sitting still while your friends are 

performing for you. That in fact they’re performing with you.  
 

Part Two:  As the quote fades out, a rhythmic ostinato picks up. This will be a layered 
call and response style rhythm that continues throughout. Above this will be a series of 
4 bar call and response patterns, 2 measures of call with 2 measures of response. 
These will be layered together in small groups as well as independently. The piece will 
end somehow.  
TIMELINE:  
6/21--24 (Sun-Wed) create and submit recordings by 9:00 pm on Wed (6/24)  



6/25 (Thurs) initial editing released at 4:00 pm & Zoom call to  
collaboratively finalize edits at 7:00 pm  
 

 
CREATION OPTIONS:  
Pick one or as many as you’d like! Reminder: please check your recordings for 
background noises, buzzes, static, etc. Anything that you hear in the original recording 
will find its way into the edit for us to deal with.  

1. FALSE BINARIES TRACKS:   
a. Start by reflecting on areas of your life where you might have constructed 

false binaries that inhibit you. Areas where you may have stopped seeing 
the “grey” which lies between two ends of a spectrum. Ex: good/bad, 
white/black, tonal/atonal, crime/punishment, oppression/liberation.  

b. Write down a pair. It does not have to necessarily be as clear cut as the 
examples above, but something that shows opposite forces at play.  

c. Record:  
i. Speak your pair with strength and clarity then wait two seconds 

and begin a sung improvisation of that text in Dm or DM. Repeat 
and vary as many times as desired. Perhaps have a musical 
conversation with yourself with your short, simple phrases. Ex: 
what is good, what is bad, why does bad feel good, how does 
good make bad, where does good go to become bad... (but feel 
free to create your own short patterns)  

B O N U S challenge: record yourself whispering your binary pair quickly over and 
over for 10 seconds as a separate track  

Upload file(s) to this Google Drive Folder 

 

2. CLUSTER CHORD & RESOLUTION: Sing ANY pitch for 6 seconds (60 bpm), 
then slide to any pitch in GMadd2 (GABD ---  Basses: low G/D fifth, Tenors: G3 or 
A3 middle of the staff, Altos: low A3, B3, or D4, Sopranos: G/D fifth, middle of the 
staff).) over 2 seconds and then hold for a remaining 2 seconds. Label the track 
with your last name and the beginning and ending pitches that you sing. These 
can be sung with or without vibrato in any range.  

Upload file to the Google Drive Folder  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1df-PCvSZ2RNHAbQYEzh-tEDVsF8LHkb4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1df-PCvSZ2RNHAbQYEzh-tEDVsF8LHkb4?usp=sharing


3. CALLS & RESPONSES: In THIS SOUNDTRAP PROJECT, there will be “calls” 
posted from members of Cambridge Common Voices for you to upload a 
response to.  

a. There are both rhythmic and sung calls to respond to.  
b. This Soundtrap is a playspace to develop some ideas to carry into the 

final project. Each call will have it’s own line in the file. Record your 
responses to that call in one new line underneath it. Use one line to 
record multiple responses. We can move them around to hear them in 
line when we need to, but this will help us keep them organized by singer 
and response. Keep building out the project horizontally at the same time 
so that things aren’t overlapping, as in the example. 

c. Feel free to make up text, use created text, or improvise on syllables for 
your response. Whatever feels right. You are encouraged to keep it 
natural and improvisatory, don’t overthink it! :) Keep it in a place of 
dialogue. Ideally, do it in one or two takes to maintain a natural response. 

d. We may not be able to include every response in the piece depending on 
how it evolves. Part of this will depend on what we might receive from 
Cambridge Common Voices.  

e. As of 6/21 we are waiting on potential tracks from CCV to use. Just FYI! 

 
A few things that we want to recognize:  

● this is a volunteer project and we love and appreciate you for it 
● schedules are crazy and sometimes things happen. Because we have some strict 

timelines, we may not always be able to wait for a submission or send numerous 
reminders. If we have to move forward without your recording, it is the reality of 
the project and not meant as a slight against you.  

● these projects are unique and are meant to have us try new processes and 
practices. Like our rehearsals, we hope for your constant feedback and 
questioning of everything so that we can all lift the group up. 

● and with that, things might sometimes seem confusing around expectations. We 
hope that you will lean into the creative nature of this and just try things - 
without too much inhibition or overthinking. Creative Leaders for each project 
will do their best to communicate their intent clearly, but recognize that part of 
the process is making things up as we go! :) 

 
 


